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The Confidential Guide to Golf Courses – Volume 5 – Asia, Australia and New Zealand 

Most tall buildings in the West skip the thirteenth floor, as it is considered unlucky. In Asia, the 

number four is considered unlucky and thus elevators there often go directly from the third floor 

to the fifth. So what’s up with the latest Confidential Guide? Is Tom Doak suffering from 

tetraphobia (fear of the number four), since the last volume published in the series was number 

three?  

No, the explanation is much simpler. Volume 4 will still contain a rundown of the courses in 

Continental Europe, the Middle East and Africa, but the authors had a more complete set of course 

visits and opinions in Asia and Australasia than they did in the Old World. Perhaps this is not 

surprising since two of the three co-authors are located in the region: namely Darius Oliver in 

Australia and Masa Nishijima in Japan. Since they were ready to roll with Volume 5 the decision 

was made to release it in advance of Volume 4, which is delayed not until 2019, but until 2020. 

 

Volume 5 features the perfect course for its cover, the Kawana Resort’s Fuji course 

One of the first things I like to do with each new Confidential Guide is see which courses rated a 

perfect 10 score across the board. The last volume contained a big surprise in that the National 

Golf Links of America (unjustly in my view) did not receive the Nadia Comăneci score it deserved. 

I had predicted at the time that only Royal Melbourne’s West course would receive a 10-10-10-10 



in this book and would round out to half a dozen the list of perfect courses (the prior five are: The 

Old Course, Cypress Point, Pine Valley, Sand Hills, and Shinnecock Hills). Alas, like my 

predictions in the last several presidential elections in the U.S., I was wrong. Darius Oliver once 

again proved to be a tough grader and gave the West a 9, although the other three gave the 

McKenzie gem a 10. Oliver was also the lone dissenter on the National Golf Links, and at least I 

give him credit for not playing favorites on his home turf. 

Among highly praised courses, two newly built tracks scored very high: Barnbougle Dunes in 

Tasmania and Cape Kidnappers in New Zealand. Three Japanese courses also rated among the top 

10 in rankings: Hirono, Kawana and Naruo.  

In the book’s introduction Doak laments the fact that the media and others give too much attention 

to courses that rate zero. This edition includes two: one hapless course in China and another in 

South Korea. I am on relatively safe ground to suggest that Tom is not getting a Christmas card 

this year from fellow architects Graham Marsh and Song Ho. Tom does have a point in that the 

real value and purpose of the guide is to direct golfers to the better courses and this edition once 

again excels at doing so. The Gourmet’s Choice section includes the short and bunkerless 

Arrowtown in New Zealand, Paraparaumu Beach near Wellington, Shanquin Bay in China and 

Ooty (not a typo) in India, a course at 7,000 feet of elevation where the fairways are kept by buffalo 

and cows. Tom’s taste has always favored the eclectic and he continues the streak here. 

My only disappointment with the volume is that Jack’s Point in Queenstown didn’t rank higher, 

although they do rank it first in their listing of the most beautiful courses, which it surely is. 

There are 447 courses reviewed in the book. One of the themes that comes through after reading 

the book is how hilly the terrain is throughout Asia; many of the courses are built on challenging 

mountainous terrain. As such, the courses of Australia garner half of the best rankings. To some 

degree this is not a surprise given the topography of Australia and the influence that Alister 

MacKenzie had on design in the country even though he only visited briefly. 

Going back to the Confidential Guide’s original intent as a travel guide, it works beautifully. The 

chamber of commerce couldn’t write more enticing prose to get golfers scrambling for their 

passports. A sampling is below:  

- The Himalayan course in Nepal, “you have to see this course sometime in your life.” 

- Kawana in Japan, “Kawana is a national treasure, and one of the great places in golf” 

- Barnbougle Dunes in Tasmania, “If a better course has been built anywhere in the world 

since MacKenzie’s trip that spawned Royal Melbourne, I haven’t seen it.” 

Fans of Doak’s honest and sometimes acidic commentary (your truly included) also won’t be 

disappointed. He reveals, for instance, that he was blackballed from an (undisclosed) golf 

magazine panel for criticizing Nine Bridges. Hooray for Tom for sticking to his principles and 

calling things as he sees them.  

 

-- John Sabino 


